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ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES AND THE COASTAL ZONE

_I00,000 ajppropriation for the Joint Legislative Committee on Environmental Quality.
They issued a detailed report which was well received at the legislature.

Senator Sam Nunez foresees a hard-working year for the Committee--they hope

to come out with a major package of environmental bills for the '72 session.
(SCR 262 continues their existence for another year.)

ACT I00 - Interstate Compact on Environmental Control - Permits states to enter

into interstate environmental agreements without U.S. consent. This could
be a useful device in coastal areas.

SRC 151 & HCR 153 - Urges state agencies to gather environmental data and institute

public information and education programs, and declares that protection of

the environment is of equal importance with industrial development.

Water _ - Act 146 facilitates financing and coordination of water pollution
control programs. HCR 448 creates a legislative committee to look for New

Orleans drinking water in places other than the Miss. R. HCR 523 creates

a legislative committee to study industrial waste disposal problems.

COMMENTARY

Louisiana can have the most productive and enjoyable coastal area of any state in the

U.S. We must recognize that past policies have had an adverse impact on the coastal
environment. It is proven that the influence of man has caused the loss of an average

of 16 1/2 sq. mi. of land per year from Louisiana's coastal zone. We know that the

Atchafalaya Basin is silting up so fast that the process is irreversible. We know
that some of the streams of the coastal zone are "dead," and would require strong manage-

ment procedures to bring them back to life. The environmental issue is the critical
issue of the coastal zone today. Proper management procedures, based on studies of

long-term effects of activities in the coastal zone, can preserve the region as a pro-

ductive one for industry and trade and a haven for recreation and enjoyment. The La.

Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources is designed to start us thinking
about the long-term uses for the coastal zone and the protection measures that should

be taken. It is urged that Gov. McKeithen strongly support the Commission when budget-

time arrives and that all subernatorial candidates pledge that they will support the
Commission's work and carefully review the Coastal Zone Management Plan submitted to

the people in 1973. (MJH)

Documents available:

"Louisiana and Coastal Zone Management" - a short summary memo on where La. now

stands in CZM including texts of Act 35 (1971) establishing the Louisiana
Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources, and SCR 8 (1970) es-

tablishing the Joint Legislative Committee on Environmental Quality.
Comparison and analysis of federal CZM bills - A series of memos comparing similar

and contrasting provisions of proposed federal legislation.

"Wetlands - A Resource of the Future" -- Color pamphlet on the potential of

Louisiana's coastal wetlands, and the program of research, education and

advisory services at LSU's Center for Wetland Resources.

Louisiana Coastal Law is an advisory service of the Office of Sea Grant Development at

Louisiana State University (primary funding from NOAA, U_ S. Dept. of Commerce).
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